Youtube the wiz

A reimagining of L. Frank Baum 's classic children's novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
featuring an all-black cast, the film was loosely adapted from the Broadway musical of the same
name. It follows the adventures of Dorothy , a shy, twenty-four-year-old Harlem schoolteacher
who finds herself magically transported to the urban fantasy Land of Oz , which resembles a
dream version of New York City. Befriended by a Scarecrow , a Tin Man , and a Cowardly Lion ,
she travels through the city to seek an audience with the mysterious Wiz , who they say is the
only one powerful enough to send her home. Its story was reworked from William F. Upon its
original theatrical release, the film was a critical and commercial failure , and marked the end of
the resurgence of African-American films that began with the blaxploitation movement of the
early s. In November a crowded Thanksgiving dinner brings a host of family together in a small
Harlem apartment, where a shy, twenty-four-year-old elementary schoolteacher named Dorothy
Gale lives with her Aunt Em and Uncle Henry "The Feeling We Once Had". While Dorothy cleans
up after the meal, her dog, Toto , runs out the open kitchen door into a snowstorm. She
succeeds in retrieving him but finds herself trapped in the storm. Released by the snowstorm,
as Dorothy descends from the atmosphere she smashes through an electric "Oz" sky sign,
which falls upon and kills Evermean, the Wicked Witch of the East who rules Munchkinland. As
a result, she frees the Munchkins who populate the playground into which she lands; they had
been transformed into graffiti by Evermean for painting the playground walls. Dorothy soon
meets the Munchkins' main benefactress, Miss One, the Good Witch of the North , a magical
"numbers runner" who gives Evermean's pretty charmed silver slippers to her by teleporting
them onto Dorothy's feet. However, Dorothy declares she does not want the shoes and
desperately just wants to get home to Aunt Em. They discover the yellow brick road and happily
begin to follow it together " Ease on Down the Road ". The Scarecrow hopes the Wiz might be
able to give him the one thing he feels that he lacks â€” a brain. The Tin Man and Lion join them
on their quest to find the Wiz, hoping to gain a heart and courage, respectively. En route to the
Emerald City, the adventurers must pass through a subway controlled by a crazy peddler a
homeless man who controls evil puppets. Other deadly monsters all awaken and try to kill the
group such as trash cans that try to crush the Scarecrow by his arms, a fuse box electrocuting
the Tin Man, and the pillars that try to crush Dorothy , but the Lion bravely rescues his friends
by fighting off the monsters. They narrowly escape the subway , only to encounter flamboyant
prostitutes known as the "Poppy" Girls a reference to the poppy field from the original story.
Finally reaching the Emerald City, the four friends gains passage into the city because of
Dorothy's ownership of the silver slippers. They marvel at the spectacle of the city and its
sophisticated, fashion-forward dancers. They are granted an audience with the Wiz, who lives at
the very top of the Towers and appears to them as a giant fire-breathing metallic head. He will
only grant their wishes if they kill the sister of the Wicked Witch of the East, Evillene, the
Wicked Witch of the West , who runs a sweatshop in the underground sewers of Oz. After a long
chase, the Flying Monkeys succeed in capturing their targets and bring them back to Evillene.
Vengeful for Dorothy having killed her sister, she dismembers the Scarecrow, flattens the Tin
Man, and hangs the Lion up by his tail in hopes of making Dorothy give her the silver shoes.
When she threatens to throw Toto into a fiery cauldron, Dorothy nearly gives in until the
Scarecrow hints to her to activate a fire sprinkler switch, which she does. The sprinklers put out
the fire but also melt Evillene, who is made of ice. She is flushed down into her throne, the lid of
which slams shut like a toilet. With Evillene dead, her spells lose their power: the Winkies are
freed from their permanent costumes revealing attractive humans underneath and their
sweatshop tools disappear. They break into song-and-dance " Everybody Rejoice " and praise
Dorothy as their emancipator. The Flying Monkeys give her and her friends a triumphant ride
back to the Emerald City. Upon arriving, the quartet takes a back door into the Wiz's quarters
and discovers that he is a phony because the Wiz is actually Herman Smith, a failed politician
from Atlantic City , New Jersey, who was transported to Oz when a balloon he was flying to
promote his campaign to become the city dogcatcher was lost in a storm. She clicks her heels
together three times. She looks up and discovers she is back near home with Toto in her arms
and walks into the apartment repeating the phrase " There's no place like home! All songs
written by Charlie Smalls , unless otherwise noted. When Motown star Diana Ross asked Gordy
if she could be cast as Dorothy, he declined, saying that Rossâ€”then 33 years oldâ€”was too
old for the role. Gordy and Cohen agreed to the deal. Pauline Kael , a film critic, described
Ross's efforts to get the film into production as "perhaps the strongest example of sheer will in
film history. After film director John Badham learned that Ross was going to play the part of
Dorothy, he decided not to direct the film, and Cohen replaced him with Sidney Lumet. She's a
terrific actress and a great dancer, but she's not this character. She's not the little six-year-old
girl Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz. I hated the script a lot. But it was hard to argue with [Ross]
because she was recognizing in this script all of this stuff that she had worked out in est

seminars. During production, Lumet felt that the finished film would be "an absolutely unique
experience that nobody has ever witnessed before. They made a brilliant movie, and even
though our concept is different â€” they're Kansas, we're New York; they're white, we're black,
and the score and the books are totally different â€” we wanted to make sure that we never
overlapped in any area. By the start of development on The Wiz in , he and his brothers The
Jacksons had left Motown for Epic Records after the release of their tenth album Moving
Violation , though Jackson had yet to make a solo album since his fourth album Forever,
Michael. Rob Cohen , head of Motown Productions, thought Jackson would be perfect for the
role of the Scarecrow, and approached Berry Gordy with the idea, who agreed, though director
Sidney Lumet was harder to convince. Jackson's father, Joseph Jackson , was wary of the
project and saw it as a threat to the Jacksons group cohesion. Cohen moved Michael and his
sister La Toya Jackson into a Manhattan apartment, allowing him to be on his own for the first
time. During the production, he became a frequent visitor to New York's famous Studio Jackson
was dedicated to the Scarecrow role, and watched videotapes of gazelles , cheetahs and
panthers in order to learn graceful movements for his part. During the production of the film,
Jackson asked Quincy Jones who he would recommend as a producer on a yet unrecorded solo
album project. Jones, impressed by Jackson's professionalism, talent and work ethic on the
film, offered to be producer of what became Off The Wall , then later on the hugely successful
albums Thriller and Bad Ted Ross and Mabel King were brought in to reprise their respective
roles from the stage musical, while Nipsey Russell was cast as the Tin Man. Quincy Jones was
the musical supervisor and music producer for the film. Critics panned The Wiz upon its
October release. Hollywood , the author criticized the script, noting, " The Wiz was too scary for
children, and too silly for adults. Jackson's performance as the Scarecrow was one of the only
positively reviewed elements of the film, with critics noting that Jackson possessed "genuine
acting talent" and "provided the only genuinely memorable moments. I'll never forget that.
Siskel called it "superior musical theater," said Diana Ross was "superb," "terrific" and came
across as "a real star" but had reservations about the film's "heavy message. The New York
Times analyzed the film within a discussion of the genre of blaxploitation : "As the audience for
blaxploitation dwindled, it seemed as if Car Wash and The Wiz might be the last gasp of what
had been a steadily expanding black presence in mainstream filmmaking. Petersburg Times
noted, "Of course, it only took one flop like The Wiz to give Hollywood an excuse to retreat to
safer i. Yet, without blaxploitation there might not have been another generation of black
filmmakers, no Denzel Washington or Angela Bassett , or they might have taken longer to
emerge. To appreciate just how outmoded, deceptive and limiting it is, consider the following,
all of which have been described as black films,. Despite its lack of critical or commercial
success in its original release, The Wiz became a cult classic , [7] especially because it features
Michael Jackson in his first starring theatrical film role. Jackson later starred in films such as
Disney 's Captain EO in , the anthology film Moonwalker in and the posthumous documentary
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rights. You can unsubscribe at any time. Frank Baum. Many people know the story from the
Judy Garland movie of the s, while the story was later reimagined in the famous musical
Wicked. Now a new version is coming to the small screen, so fans can stream it in the comfort
of their own homes. YouTube channel. Previously this channel has showcased the works of
Andrew Lloyd Webber, and now it is showing off the work of more composers in a series of
made-for-TV musicals. Like all of the shows on the channel, this will be made available for 48
hours from 7pm on Friday night, meaning it will go live on the channel at 7pm today. Last week,
Peter Pan Live was expected to go live at this time, however in response to the Black Lives
Matter protests and other issues affecting the world at the moment, it was decided the show
would not be broadcast, so theatre fans have been waiting a couple of weeks for their theatre
fix. Names such as Queen Latifah, Mary J. The story is that of The Wizard of Oz, so will be
familiar to many, but with subtle changes to move it into the 20th century. The original musical
featured an all-black cast, and saw a Dorothy, a young schoolteacher from Harlam, be sent off
to the Land of Oz to find some courage of her own, and be sent back to her home of New York
City. What is The Wiz about? Phillip Schofield's snub over Andrew Lloyd Webber musical
revealed. NBC embarks on its latest musical holiday tradition: a three-hour LIVE event
production of the groundbreaking Broadway show that brought Oz to life in a funky sing-along
journey down the yellow brick road. Now, a Tony-winning creative team, the imaginative Cirque
du Soleil Theatrical and a diverse cast of showstoppers create an eye-popping new take unlike

anything ever seen. On December 3 at p. For the first time in U. The described broadcast of The
Wiz Live! NBC partnered with Descriptive Video Works - an industry leader in the delivery of
quality described video and audio description for people with a visual disability - to provide this
accessible service. Video Description: Hear the Action Video description refers to a special
audio track that includes a narrator describing key visual elements of the show or movie you're
watching. For example, during the natural pauses in the show's dialogue, the narrator describes
key visuals like actions, facial expressions, scene changes and even on-screen text and
graphics. Check your TV owner's manual or contact your video provider for instructions on how
to turn video description on. The Wiz Live! Return to Oz and relive the hit musical sensation!
Most Recent. Why The Wiz Live? Passing the Torch: The Wiz Live! About the Show NBC
embarks on its latest musical holiday tradition: a three-hour LIVE event production of the
groundbreaking Broadway show that brought Oz to life in a funky sing-along journey down the
yellow brick road. We and our partners use cookies on this site to improve our service, perform
analytics, personalize advertising, measure advertising performance, and remember website
preferences. By using the site, you consent to these cookies. For more information on cookies
including how to manage your consent visit our cookie policy. Picking up the right title, video
description and tags for your video, getting one-of-a-kind thumbnail, and improving your
session watch time have a huge impact on your YouTube rankings. It is not only the content
you upload, but the number of views it gains that matter. Speaking of views, getting high
retention YouTube views helps you extend your total watch time. The likes, comments and
shares your video gets is one of the main ranking factors behind YouTube algorithm. The more
engaged your audience is, the higher the chances of you going viral. Are you here to boost your
channel engagement and YouTube rankings? Spend no time â€” promote your brand and see
real-time results. We know how easy it is to spend weeks and months waiting for your video to
gain views, likes, comments and rest. Unless you let a pro take the turn. Want to get the job
done right away? High retention views, manual likes, comments, and shares,
keyword-optimized video titles, descriptions and tags,custom thumbnails and video backlinks
are all the success instruments that worked for hundreds of thousands like you. Let the Wizard
get you real results today. Gain competitive edge to drive your YouTube rankings improving
every step of your content creation process. Each factor has its place in building your brand on
the platform and jointly lead to reaching your targets. Could this be the time you go viral on
YouTube? Struggling to raise your total watch time TWT? High quality YouTube likes,
comments and shares are an easy way to boost your video ranking fast. If you want to rank high
not only on YouTube but on Google as well, quality backlinks get you maximum traffic. Want to
jump up click through rate CTR for a video? From the get-go custom thumbnails let you stand
out from the rest. No one wants to spend time watching poor quality content no matter how well
you optimize it, right? So, full HD is a must. Maximizing long-term viewer engagement is one of
the primary goals of YouTube search and discovery system. Wiz Studio helps hundreds of
YouTube influencers, emerging artists and bloggers, ecommerce stores and small businesses
to grow their channels, promote a brand and skyrocket sales. Whether you need just views or a
full-stack video optimization, with simple build-in price calculator Wiz Studio is a one-stop shop
for all your needs. Secure payment gateway, YouTube optimized delivery speed, and customer
privacy policy guarantee you risk-free purchase and best shopping experience.
Keyword-specific video titles, descriptions and tags, custom thumbnails and maximum views,
comments and likes are there to power up your channel. Just paste the link to a video. No sign
up. YouTube Engagement Calculator is a free online tool to check the engagement rate for any
video on YouTube. Simply paste the link. Check how much money you could make on YouTube.
Maximum YouTube engagement and higher rankings is our mantra. Wiz Studio makes every
effort to deliver best YouTube services to get the results you need. As creators we keep
improving, as marketers we keep growing. Grow your brand on youtube. Trusted by over 15
thousand businesses, solopreneurs, YouTube influencers, and freelance artists around the
world. Optimize your videos. Boost watch time. Engage your audience. Real Results in Real
Time. Trying to optimize a video alone. Teaming up with Wiz Studio. Likes supplied. Videos
SEO-optimized. Wondering HOW to rank 1 on youtube? High retention views Struggling to raise
your total watch time TWT? Subscribers count Just increasing the number of subs on your
channel boosts your audience engagement 4x. Likes, comments, shares High quality YouTube
likes, comments and shares are an easy way to boost your video ranking fast. Link building,
social bookmarking,etc. Custom thumbnails Want to jump up click through rate CTR for a
video? Video quality No one wants to spend time watching poor quality content no matter how
well you optimize it, right? Session watch time Maximizing long-term viewer engagement is one
of the primary goals of YouTube search and discovery system. Serving millions globally.
Customer Success Stories. About Wiz Studio. Why Wiz Studio. Easy to order. Safe to buy. Easy

to rank high. Make a PayPal transaction through a customer-specific secure gateway. Customer
Testimonials. Best support ever! Helped right away with my order. You guys made my life so
much easier! Ranking in the top 10 in my niche is a piece of cake now. Giving you five stars for
getting my video going viral! Thank for an amazing job you do appreciate. As a company we
value privacy and risk-free promotion, Wiz Studio does both. None of our videos received low
ratings and the channel has been growing thus far. I got scammed recently by subpubs, or
something like it. Trusting another service was hard for me. So, I spoke with support kind of
hundreds of time before I got my first 1k yt views ordered. Well done guys! This actually works!
Just a week went since I ordered full pack of video optimization from yt wiz. My video is getting
views freaking fast! Youtube wiz Free tools. On a limited budget? YouTube Video Rank Checker.
YouTube Tag Generator. YouTube Engagement Calculator. YouTube Money Calculator. Got
stuck with your YouTube marketing? Call in Wiz Studio to grow your brand today. Let's Get
Started. Free Tools. Make watching your favorite videos easier with the YouTube app. Explore
brand new content, music, news and more with the official YouTube app for iPhone and iPad.
Discover even more with the official YouTube app. Subscribe to channels with your favorite
content, share them with friends or upload your very own videos for everyone to see. Get more
out of your video streaming app and discover even more with YouTube. Tap like to save to your
personal list or share with your friends! Subscription automatically renews unless auto-renew is
turned off at least 24 hours before the end of the current period. Account will be charged for
renewal within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period at the rate of the selected plan.
Subscriptions and auto-renewal may be managed by going to Account Settings after purchase
Any unused portion of a free trial period will be forfeited when purchasing a subscription. It
works well and is a nice quality app. I have a few problems though, and it has to do with the
subscription tab. No big deal, but if I click it to make the blue dot go away, then go back to a
different tab such as the home it will put the blue dot back. That makes it so there is a red dot
on the subscription button which just bothers me. It also usually happens to people with less
that 1k subs. I am subscribed to a lot of people, and a good amount of them make posts
regularly. The last problem which I find more funny is that when I click all to see everyone I am
subscribed to, it shows everyone as normal. But, if I leave the app and come back, or slide up
on my phone to show brightness or flashlight it will switch around the names so that they do
not match the right person. Other than these three problems, the app is amazing. I hate the new
update for the comments. I hate having to press something just to go trough the comments. I
would rather scroll down then tap on the bar thing. I hate when the videos are really big i like it
how it used to be. Please change it. Hi again! I have some issues I would like to address! So on
the Ipad im begging to have community posts able to be seen. Just make it like the phone but
wider. Its stressing me how much I miss stuff because people normally post on the community
post option. I have to go on my phone just to see it. It use to be amazing before until you guys
changed it. I am not going to lie but you people are ruining your app to the worst. I am gonna
keep my rating on 4 stars till you guys improve. Another issue is the search thing glitch i think
glitch. It would just not let me delete my search or click on it. I have no idea why but i would like
to no because its annoying me a lot. I wanna say thank you for your time! The following data
may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies:. The following
data may be collected and linked to your identity:. Privacy practices may vary, for example,
based on the features you use or your age. With Family Sharing set up, up to six family
members can use this app. App Store Preview. Description Make watching your favorite videos
easier with the YouTube app. Feb 23, Version Bug fixes, performance improvements, and more
cat videos. Ratings and Reviews See All. App Privacy See Details. Size Compatibility iPhone
Requires iOS Price Free. License Agreement. Family Sharing With Family Sharing set up, up to
six family members can use this app. Google Earth. Google Translate. Gmail - Email by Google.
Google Drive. Google Chrome. VFeed - app for VK. Status for WhatsApp New. Video Status Fullscreen Clip. Oh, hello there, honey! I brought you some tea. We're getting ready. Take these
checkers someplace else. Put your arms around me, child. Like when you bumped your shin. As
I loved you then. Though you may be. But you know that I still care. Don't lose the feeling that
we have. Though you're growin' older now. And I'm watching you grow. And I see your feelings
show. But one day I'll look around. And you will be grown. And I'd like to know it's there.
Knowing that you. Whenever you are sad. The feeling that we have. Don't lose the feeling. About
what they're feelin'. What am I afraid of. Somethin' tells me. Though I never knew the song.
Some words still catch on. Being together. Why am I afraid of. If I dared to take a chance. Would
someone. Emergency snow alert is now in effect. No automobiles are to be driven. Winds up to
45 miles per hour That was a great dinner, Emma. It's no decision to make. But besides the
money, it's a chance. But that's why I think you'd. Have a chance to be with. It's time you got out
of that sandbox and. Never been south of th Street? You get me so worked up Joel T.

Schumacher born August 29, is an American film director, screenwriter, and producer.
Schumacher rose to fame after directing hit films of his decade St. In , he signed on to direct the
next installments of the Batman film series. After the Batman films, Schumacher pulled back
from blockbusters and returned to making minimalist films such as Tigerland and Phone Booth
, both earning positive reviews. We're doing our best to make sure our content is useful,
accurate and safe. If by any chance you spot an inappropriate comment while navigating
through our website please use this form to let us know, and we'll take care of it shortly. Forgot
your password? Retrieve it. By Title. In Scripts. By Writer. The Wiz Synopsis: Dorothy, a
twenty-four-year-old kindergarten teacher, born; raised; and still working in Harlem, is
celebrating Thanksgiving with her extended family, but she doesn't seem to be thankful for
much in life. She lives a self-imposed sheltered life; she is shy and unfulfilled. Things change
for her when she is caught in a snowstorm while chasing after her dog, Toto. They are
transported to the mysterious Land of Oz, where she is informed that the only possible way to
find her way back home is through the assistance of the powerful wizard in Emerald City. As
she goes searching for him, she befriends some creatures who are facing problems in life just
as she is. In their quest to find and get help from the wizard, they also face Evillene, the equally
evil sister of Evermean, the wicked witch, whom Dorothy inadvertently killed when she arrived
in Oz, and who may be their biggest obstacle in achieving their goals. Director s : Sidney Lumet.
Nominated for 4 Oscars. IMDB: 5. Discuss this script with the community: 0 Comments. Notify
me of new comments via email. Cancel Report. Create a new account. Log In. Select another
language:. Powered by CITE. We need you! Help us build the largest writers community and
scripts collection on the web! Add a Script. Watch the movie trailer The Wiz. Get listed in the
most prominent screenplays collection on the web! Write your screenplay and focus on the
story with many helpful features. Thanks for your vote! We truly appreciate your support. An
extravagant re-imagining of "The Wizard Of Oz" with pop supers Music by Quincy Jones.
Director: Sidney Lumet. No hidden fees, equipment rentals, or installation appointments. The
Wiz. Start Your Free Trial. You May Also Like Details. The Sandlot. A Christmas Carol. Ice Age:
Dawn of the Dinosaurs. Ice Age. Peter Pan. The King and I. Night at the Museum: Battle of the
Smithsonian. Select Your Plan No hidden fees, equipment rentals, or installation appointments.
Select Plan. A few shows play with an ad break before and after the video. Learn More. Get
unlimited access to thousands of shows and movies with no ads Watch on your favorite
devices Switch plans or cancel anytime Download from thousands of titles to watch offline. Get
unlimited access to thousands of shows and movies with limited ads Watch on your favorite
devices Switch plans or cancel anytime. For personal and non-commercial use only. Compatible
device and high-speed, broadband Internet connection required. Multiple concurrent streams
and HD content may require higher bandwidth. Streaming content may count against your data
usage. Location data required to access content on mobile devices for any Live TV
subscription. Live TV may vary by subscription and location. Programming subject to regional
availability, blackouts, and device restrictions. Number of permitted concurrent streams will
vary based on the terms of your subscription. Cloud DVR storage space is limited. Pricing,
channels, features, content, and compatible devices subject to change. Please review our
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Due to streaming rights, a few shows play with an ad break
before and after. Which shows? Wednesday, January 22 and Thursday, January 23rd from to A
soulful retelling of L. Actors should plan to attend both days of auditions, which includes
learning a song, movement, and character work. Students of all ethnic backgrounds are
encouraged to audition. Not all audition candidates will be cast. Students interested in both our
productions of Puffs and The Wiz are encouraged to do so, as the teams will work around the
dual schedule if needed. Life has not been easy for her and promises little else. Harsh towards
Dorothy at times, but acts out of love. Would rather remain a child as long as possible instead
of accepting the responsibilities of adulthood. Physically run down from years of hard work on
the farm. Often acts as the voice of reason towards Aunt Em. Metaphorically represents the
road Dorothy travels down, encouraging her along the way. Embarks on the journey to see The
Wiz in hopes he can provide a brain. Lost all his limbs to a cursed axe. Joins in the journey to
see the wiz to gain some courage. His true identity is an enigma. Low-down evil. Not a kind
bone in her body nor kind thought in her rotten mind. Summoned to do her bidding. The mere
mention of him brings fear. Prettiest of all the witches. Very wise in the way of show-business.
Classes rehearsing the production are held from to 6 p. A complete production week schedule
will be available at auditions. Some financial assistance is available. Tuition is due following the
casting announcement. A headshot is helpful but not required, and students should come
dressed for movement. A completed emergency form must accompany audition candidates,
available here or upon arrival. The Wiz performs from April 17 through 26, from Friday through
Sunday, matinee and evening shows are available. For more information about auditions, please

call or email the Director of Education Melissa Carubia at or melissa companytheatre. For more
information about A. About A. About Class List A. Summer Sessions. Our Premier Sponsors.
Facebook Instagram Twitter YouTube. Please email boxoffice companytheatre with questions.
Check out The Company Theatre on Yelp. Need to watch ' The Wiz ' in the comfort of your own
home? Tracking down a streaming service to buy, rent, download, or view the Sidney
Lumet-directed movie via subscription can be confusing, so we here at Moviefone want to do
right by you. Now, before we get into the nitty-gritty of how you can watch 'The Wiz' right now,
here are some particulars about the Universal Pictures, Motown Productions family flick. The
story of best friends Barb and Star, who leave their small midwestern town for Edgar Hoover
Steve Zahn stars as Troy, a troubled but well-intentioned father who has recently When his car
breaks down, a quiet loner agrees to clean an abandoned family fun center A teenage girl living
with schizophrenia begins to suspect her neighbor has kidnapped
international tractor symbol
f150 window switch replacement
2003 chevy trailblazer headlight bulb
An overlooked pencil-pusher catches her husband in bed with another woman, the shock John
Garrity, his estranged wife and their young son embark on a perilous journey The Wiz Stream
and Watch Online. TMDb Score. Sidney Lumet. Diana Ross as Dorothy. Michael Jackson as
Scarecrow. Nipsey Russell as Tinman. Movies Like The Wiz. Seven friends are going camping at
the infamous DeCamp acres for a wee Bill Savage is struggling to maintain his marriage to his
increasingly One of Klahr's masterpieces, Altair is an 8 minute collage color -noir A seasoned
FBI Agent's child-genius son assists him on catching a chil Digby consumes a bowl of Project
X, a liquid growth formula. Soon, he A group of twelve international scientists are the first to
land on th Life is short and full of oppression, but that doesn't mean Parasha ca Toronto
filmmaker Alan Zweig analyzes the phenomenon of record collect Featured News. Judas and the
Black Messiah. Willy's Wonderland. Fear of Rain. Breaking News in Yuba County.

